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PRODUCE THE MIND THAT DWELLS NOWHERE
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D HARMA T ALK D HARMA R AIN

اഏքԼԿ۫)ڣցԫԮ*ڣልᖟإ
ִԼֲΔՂԳװፕࢭ֚ڝਈᐖ
ཱུࡸࡉ۔ΖאՀਢהଚऱኙᇩᙕΚ
ҀؤΚ݄ਢչᏖრ৸Λ
ˮ˟Κྤრ৸Μ
ҀؤΚྤრ৸ΔਢլਢቝԫჇفᙰΛ
ˮ˟Κڶრ৸ՈਢفᙰΔᚨྤࢬ۰ۖࠡس
֨Δਚྤრ৸ΔྤཕٍྤΜ
ҀؤΚլ൦ߪ᧯Μ
ˮ˟ΚڂྤԳΕݺΕฒسΕኂृઌΔ
ՅࢬڶઌΔઃਢဠڐΔૉߠ壆ઌॺઌΔܛ
ߠࠐڕΙࢬࠐڕߠݺאΔࠐࢬྤࠐڕΔٍ
ྤࢬװΔਚլװױΖ
ҀؤΚຍਢဆ៳ࢬᎅऱΔ܀ਢݺଚᝫڶ
ۚ᧯Ζ
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Venerable Master Hua visited Elder Guang Qin at Cheng Tian
Monastery on the 14th day of the first lunar month in 1974.
Below is their conversation:
Elder Master: What is the meaning of sitting?
Venerable Master: No meaning!
Elder Master: No meaning. Is it like a rock?
Venerable Master: If it has meanings, it is also a rock. One should
produce the mind that dwells nowhere. That is why it has no
meaning. There is no wisdom and no attainment!
Elder Master: Not concerned with the body!
Venerable Master: Because there is no appearance of people, self,
living beings and life spans, all appearances are false and illusory. If
one sees all appearances as no appearance, one sees the Tathagata.
Therefore, I see the Tathagata. He comes from nowhere and yet goes
nowhere. Therefore, there is no going.
Elder Master: This is what the Bodhisattvas say, but we still have
a flesh body.

Venerable Master: If one is not attached, one is a Bodhisattva.
Elder Master: Being attached, one is then a Bodhisattva.
ҀؤΚചထթਢဆ៳Ζ
Venerable Master: Everything is illusory and transformational. Do
ˮ˟Κԫ֊ઃਢ֤֏Δࢬ۩ྤࠃΖ
everything as if you are doing nothing.
ҀؤΚ܀ਢΔᎅृਢᓴΛ
Elder Master: But who is talking?
ˮ˟Κᎅृਢᎅृ߷ଡԳΔپ堩ਢپ堩߷ Venerable Master: The one who talks is the one who is speaking. The one
who eats is the one who is consuming food.
ଡԳΜ
Elder Master: Not having enough to eat, the mind is not satisfied.
ҀؤΚپլ堷Δ֨լᣋΜ
Venerable
Master: One doesn’t have enough to eat because one has not
ˮ˟Κپլ堷ΔپڂΙپԫࡳپ堷Μ
eaten! One must have one’s fill.
ҀؤΚृਢ߷ଡԳΛ
Elder Master: Who is being greedy?
ˮ˟Κृਢ߷ଡԳΔृՈਢ۵Μ
Venerable Master: It is the one who is greedy. Greedy ones are also
ҀؤΚᎅृڶΜ
Buddhas!
ˮ˟ΚྤڕृΔڇݺભഏΔભഏԳլᄎ Elder Master: You make sense!
Venerable Master: If I didn’t make sense, the Americans would not obey
ࣚൕݺΜ
and follow me!
ˮ˟Κլചထܛਢဆ៳Ζ

ΰኙᇩࠩڼΔՂԳኙભᤄݬଚਐᖄα

(At this point in the conversation, Venerable Master gave some instructions
to his American disciples.)

ˮ˟၅Ԙ̃ᄱΚ܃ڕଚڶչᏖംᠲΔאױ
Venerable Master to his disciples: If you have questions, you can ask the
old monk!
Ԙ̃ඌΚݺଚუլנչᏖംᠲױᓮඒΜ
Disciples: We can’t think of anything to ask right now!
ҀؤӇॠ၅ࣆᄱΚ܃ଚլشՑംΔ
Elder Master to the disciples: You don’t need to ask with your mouth. Just
شณᅪ༉वሐΜ
use the eyes to look and you will know!
ˮ˟ΚլشณٍױवሐΔڇݺભഏࡸ آVenerable Master: Without using the eyes to look, one can also know. When
ࠐڼऱழଢΔڰ༉वሐΔ܃ਢΛ
I was still in the U.S. before coming here, I already knew. You are??
ҀؤΚլਢΜլਢΜݺழൄტᤚຍٙ Elder Master: No, I am not! I am not! I often feel this false shell of mine
makes me feel not at ease.
ླྀսਢլ۞ڇΖ
Venerable Master: Don’t worry about it being at ease or not.
ˮ˟Κ۞ڇլ۞᜔ڇਢլጥ،Μ
Elder Master: If I am not concerned with it, it will suffer!
ҀؤΚլጥ،Ոᄎ࿀ેΜ
Venerable Master: You should produce the mind that does not dwell
ˮ˟Κᚨྤࢬ۰ۖ֨ࠡسΜ܃ߪ᧯Μ anywhere. You must take care of your body!
ҀؤΚՈլࠐΜ
Elder Master: I can’t even if I want to!
Venerable Master: You should even though you cannot!
ˮ˟ΚլՈΜ
Elder Master: Dwell nowhere!
ҀؤΚྤࢬ۰Μ
ᓮඒࡸࡉ۔Ζ

ˮ˟ΚՈਢྤࢬ۰Μ
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